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How CRx Mode Works

CRx stands for “Credit Recovery”. CRx is a feature that provides a unit Pre-Test for most Ignitia® courses. CRx mode allows students to "test out" of certain units. If you have a student you believe already knows part of the material covered in a course, yet has gaps in their learning, CRx mode may provide the tool you need.

**Note** Not all Ignitia courses are eligible to assign in CRx mode, for example, those courses for use with Advanced Placement (AP).

CRx mode allows you to assign the student a Pre-Test assignment (Alternate Test) at the beginning of each unit in the course and works as described below based on whether or not the student achieves a score at or above the predetermined **CRx Pass Threshold** set for the school, student, or enrollment.
If the student achieves a score at or above the predetermined **CRx Pass Threshold** on the Pre-Test, Ignitia:

- Automatically changes the Pre-Test assignment status to "Graded".
- Changes the status to "Skipped" for the remaining assignments in the unit.

The student is allowed to take the Pre-Test for the next unit in the course. As long as the student achieves the **CRx Pass Threshold** for the Pre-Test of the next unit, the assignments in the unit are changed to "Skipped" and the next unit's Pre-Test is assigned. The score achieved on the Pre-Test becomes the unit score.

If the student does not achieve a score at or above the **CRx Pass Threshold** on the Pre-Test, Ignitia:

- Assigns those assignments related to **all missed questions** on that unit Pre-Test with the first of these assignments' status changed to "Assigned" and for the remaining assignments, changes their status to "Not Started".
- For those assignments related to **questions answered correctly** on the Pre-Test, their status is changed to "Skipped".
- Recalculates the Due date based on the enrollment term.

There are several points to be aware of when this happens:

- The **Lesson Pass Threshold** is then used for all lessons in the unit and not the **CRx Pass Threshold**.
- Questions associated to lessons not assigned are skipped on the related quiz.
- The score for the Pre-Test is discarded and the unit score is the cumulative of all lessons, quizzes and the post-test for the unit.
- The status of the Pre-Test is automatically reset to "Skipped". If the assignment has any other status, the Pre-Test score is then factored into the overall grade for the unit.
- Review type assignments (only those with the RV icon) are set to "Not Started" status when the score on the Pre-Test assignment does not meet the CRx Pass Threshold (grading) score. When the preceding assignment is completed, the Review type assignment is then set to "Assigned" status so that Students have the opportunity to review all the material for the unit.

**Enable CRx mode for courses and set the CRx Pass Threshold value**

You enable CRx mode for a course when enrolling students by toggling the **CRx** option to **ON** as shown in example A.
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Then, to set the **CRx Pass Threshold** value, click the **Settings** tool to open the **Enroll Students - Settings** page.
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Click **Yes** to **Personalize Grading and Pacing** and change the **CRx Pass Threshold** value as shown in example B. Be sure to **Save** your enrollment changes.
CRx mode with Flex CRx and Flex Skipped enrollment settings

**Flex CRx** and **Flex Skipped** are student enrollment and course enrollment settings that work with CRx mode-enabled courses.

- **Flex CRx** - If the Flex CRx setting is enabled, a course enrollment can be created, using any Flex Assessments course, (including a custom Flex Assessments course), so that when a student does not achieve the CRx Pass Threshold on a unit Pre-Test, they are assigned only the lessons in the unit associated with the incorrect questions. The lessons in the unit with correctly answered questions are automatically skipped. All of the associated questions on the quiz subsequent to the skipped lesson are also skipped. Questions associated to a skipped lesson are NOT skipped on the post-test providing you a true pre/post-test comparison.

- **Flex Skipped** - If the Flex Skipped setting is enabled for a course enrollment, it allows Teachers/Admins to skip an assignment in a course (with Flex Assessments) and have the quizzes and tests automatically adapt to match the material covered. Questions associated to skipped lessons are disabled (grayed-out) and have a Skipped status. These questions do not have to be answered by students and are not included when calculating student grades. In CRx mode, test questions are NOT skipped to ensure student mastery.

Example C shows how to personalize (enable) the Flex CRx and Flex Skipped settings for an enrollment. The **Personalize Grading and Pacing** option must be set to **Yes**, and then you can enable the **Flex** settings for the enrollment.
How CRx Mode Works

How these two enrollment settings work with CRx mode is this:

- If the CRx Pass Threshold is not met on a Pre-Test and both the Flex CRx and Flex Skipped settings are enabled for the course enrollment, only lessons associated to incorrectly answered questions on the Pre-Test are assigned, as are the quizzes, projects, and unit test.
- If the CRx Pass Threshold is not met on a Pre-Test and only the Flex CRx setting is enabled, the questions associated to any skipped lessons are skipped on the quiz only.
- If the CRx Pass Threshold is not met on a Pre-Test and the Flex CRx and Flex Skipped settings are not enabled for the course enrollment, Ignitia automatically assigns all default assignments in the unit.

Assignment example with Flex CRx and Flex Skipped settings enabled

The following assignment example (example D) shows the progress for a student's course which had the Flex CRx and Flex Skipped settings enabled for a course in CRx mode. In this example, the student did not meet the CRx Pass Threshold on the Pre-Test as indicated by the score of 47.1. Because the CRx Pass Threshold was not met, the lessons (and quizzes) in the unit associated to correctly answered questions on the Pre-Test show a status of "Skipped" as indicated by the gold stars. This means the student will not have to do those assignments unless you, as the teacher, change the status to "Assigned". Example D also shows that the student successfully completed Lesson 3 because the score of 78.9 exceeded the Lesson Pass Threshold of 70, and the assignment's status is now "Graded" as indicated by the green check mark. The next lesson the student must work on, Lesson 4, shows a status of "Assigned" as indicated by the green star. Notice, too, that the Score for the unit and course shows 78.9, the score of the completed lesson. The score of the Pre-test, 47.1, is discarded.
For more information about Flex Assessments and Flex Skipped, see the Flex Assessments/Flex Skipped Guide on the Ignitia Resources tab of the [https://aopschools.com/ignitia_support](https://aopschools.com/ignitia_support) page.